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Why should you become
a member of SAAA?
SAAA is recognized and respected as a national
professional body representing audiology in South
Africa. In essence, SAAA is the hub of knowledge,
information and reference source for all audiology
related matters.

The SAAA Proposition
ONE MANDATE!
SAAA comprises a team of full time and part time individuals with a varying range of expertise
and experience dedicated only to accommodating the interests and needs of our members and
profession in a changing, somewhat turbulent environment.
PROTECT THE RIGHTS OF AUDIOLOGISTS TO PRACTICE
“If not on the table, then on the menu”
SAAA is the one and only voice to ensure that the audiologist is recognized as a significant force
within South African healthcare and that the rights and interests of audiologists are considered
by legislators and policy makers. Success is based on the power of the collective.
Advocacy remains one of the most important activities of SAAA on behalf of SAAA members at all
levels including government, medical schemes and administrators and statutory bodies, amongst
others. SAAA has had representation regarding the now withdrawn Certificate of Need, submitted
responses to Government regarding the National Health Insurance as well as medical device
regulations, now promulgated as well as recently arranging a seminar with medical schemes.
PROTECT AND FIGHT FOR TARIFF CODES
In accordance with the philosophy of accommodating the interests of SAAA and profession of
audiology, the development and retention of codes to facilitate medical scheme claims remains
a priority for SAAA. To this end, SAAA has been intimately and very actively involved in the
process to ensure that the codes used by medical schemes are fair, relevant and appropriate
for audiology practice.
ADVICE AND GUIDANCE
SAAA boasts a pool of expertise, including consultants, encompassing clinical, ethics, legal,
practice management, etc. available to provide assistance and advice to members in various
situations encountered in audiology practice. SAAA members can contact management to assist
them with any questions, advice or help needed.
PROVISION OF CPD
To ensure that our members are kept updated re developments within the profession of audiology
and industry as a whole, SAAA has introduced a spectrum of mechanisms to educate and inform
members in the form of publications, newsletters, meetings and a national conference. Over 100
CPD points can be acquired through our online publications at no additional cost when you are
a member.
MARKETING AND PUBLIC RELATIONS
SAAA’s marketing has embarked on several massive marketing campaigns to facilitate public
awareness of audiology, hearing loss and the importance of the audiologists’ role in the process
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of hearing loss and hearing aids. Marketing includes traditional (radio / newspaper / magazines)
and social media (Facebook & Twitter) forums to accomplish its goals. Programs are instituted to
address public perceptions on a deliberate, planned and sustained basis. In all marketing projects
the public is directed to the SAAA website to the ‘fi nd an audiologist’ tool. Only SAAA members
are displayed here – and you have access to changing your practice details when logging on to
the website.
NEUTRAL ORGANISATION
SAAA has no vested interests or financial incentives in any issue facing the profession. Nor is there
bias towards any particular grouping, sector, organization, etc., within the industry – other than the
interests of the profession and SAAA members – irrespective of race, gender, religion, disability
political persuasion. SAAA is a credible ambassador and has the ear of government, council and
other stakeholders, locally and internationally.

Frequently Asked Questions:
“Why do I have to pay fees to the HPCSA, BHF and SAAA?”
HPCSA registration is compulsory in accordance with the Health Professions Act. Whilst the role
of the HPCSA is to regulate and guide the professions, their mandate and priority is to protect the
interests of the public.
The BHF is the representative association for medical schemes. On the basis of a tender system,
the BHF makes available a practice code numbering system (PCNS). The fee you pay, which is
nominal, is for the use of a practice number to enable you to claim from medical schemes.
“How does SAAA diﬀ erentiate from SASHLA?”
•

SAAA has one priority, one focus and one mandate only – Audiology.

•

SAAA has structured itself to ensure access to our office bearers and to facilitate ease of
decision making.

•

SAAA has a very active marketing portfolio which works actively at facilitating awareness of
audiology amongst the public, also amongst other professionals and medical professionals.

“I am not a member but enjoy beneﬁts anyway!”
There is some truth in that non- members do benefit from the activities of SAAA, paid for by the
members, especially involving matters of the profession, as whole. However:
1.

The power and inﬂ uence of SAAA is directly proportional to the power of its constituency.
In other words, the greater the number of members, the greater the degree of inﬂ uence.
An association representing 90% of registered practitioners has a credible voice at any level.
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2.

Audiologists, on an individual basis, are exposed to a continuous barrage of challenges in
the form of human resource issues, ethical issues, the Consumer Protection Act, Access to
Information Act, National Credit Act, unresolved medical scheme queries and forensic audits,
etc. often requiring specialist or expert advice – at a cost. Our ‘Member Assist’ facility has been
instituted as a service to SAAA members, in this regard; SAAA boasts a pool of expertise for
the benefit of SAAA members only.

3.

Marketing campaigns for the public is mainly aimed at promoting audiology and directs the
public to the SAAA website with the “find an audiologist” tool. Therefore – the very active
marketing portfolio will ensure more feet through your door with your listing on this website.

4.

SAAA has negotiated a special professional indemnity insurance fee with Hollard insurance
that you can only utilize if you are a SAAA member.

“What is the structure of SAAA management?”
At great personal and professional sacrifice, our elected office bearers, supported by the SAAA
office, are involved with planning, organizing, leading, coordinating and controlling efforts and
activities on behalf our members. This involves meetings, teleconferences and interaction with
a number of stakeholder categories such as government, statutory bodies, other professions,
international bodies, individual members, etc.
A member of SAAA in good standing has the ability to make a difference by democratically
nominating and voting for office bearers of his/her choice or by volunteering her services in
an area for which she has a particular passion or interest.
“I am a not a member but need your advice”
Please be assured that as an audiologist, from the SAAA perspective, you are considered a VIP.
You will appreciate however, that our commitment is to our members. You are able to join SAAA
at any stage of the year, at a pro-rata rate.
“I am in the public sector; I don’t need SAAA because they are for private practices only”
It is true that SAAA was initially constituted for audiologists in private practice – but SAAA is
an evolving organization that stays up to date with changing needs of our profession. We have
instituted a “Public” portfolio within our management team which focusses on the needs of
audiologists in the public sector. We are embarking on a project where we aim at doing a needs
analysis of audiologists in the public sector and thereby we will embark on several projects to
make a difference for our members in the public sector.

The management team is made up of audiologists – we have the same
interests as you do, we fight for our profession and for our future in these
unstable times. Become a member – together we can achieve so much more!
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In a changing, somewhat turbulent environment,
SAAA is a consistent voice to ensure that
the audiologist is recognized as a force and
that the rights and interests of audiologists are
considered by legislators and policy makers.

w e’ re here to help
Contact
+27 (0)82 727 5977
admin@audiologysa.co.za
www.audiologysa.co.za
Office Hours
09h00 — 13h00
Monday to Friday

